MIT Honored For Its Contributions Toward International Development

The Institute of International Education is presenting its annual Distinguished Service Award to MIT tonight in San Francisco at the JIE Award Dinner. Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., Chairman of the Corporation of MIT will accept the award.

The school is receiving the award because of its contributions to mutual development of nations. MIT has a greater percentage (12.5%) of foreign students than any other privately supported university. This year 793 foreign students, representing 74 countries, are enrolled at the Institute.

There are eight countries with more than 20 students attending: Canada has 108, India, 76; China, 51; Japan, 58; Korea, 36; Israel, 31; France, 27; and England, 22.

This year, the school has opened its facilities to 264 senior scholars from abroad — teachers, researchers, and guests with academic privileges.

Substantial numbers of U.S. students from MIT go abroad on Fulbright and other fellowships. Last year 17 faculty members also studied and worked abroad.

This year, eight men, who have recently received their Master's in Industrial Management, have gone to Africa to work for two years with foreign corporations or governments. Also cited is the Institute's Center for International Studies.

Harrison To Chair Science Symposium

George W. Harrison, Dean of the School of Science, will be chairman of the Symposium on Communist Chinese Science to be held during the convention of the American Association for the Advancement of Science on December 20th and 21st in New York.

The MIT Libraries acted as secretariat to the organizing committee, which was presided over by a grant from the National Science Foundation.

WTBS Begins Operation In New Home

An MIT freshman, Alexander J. Jones, of Columbus, Ga., was pronounced dead on arrival at Massachusetts General Hospital minutes later.

Naval Unit Announces

New Midshipman Captain

Grady W. Harris, '61, member of Sigma Nu, has been named to the rank of Midshipman Captain of the MIT NRTOC Unit for the present academic year. Other top Midshipman Officers named by Captain George L. Street III, USN, Professor of Naval Science were: Milliard S. Firebaugh from Sigma Phi Epsilon, Raymond D. White from Baker House, Steven N. Goldberg from the NRSA as Midshipman Commanders, and Denis R. DuBois from the NRSA as a Midshipman Lieutenant Commander.

Campus radio station WTBS began operation from its new studios in the basement of Walker Memorial at the beginning of the week. While construction of the studios is complete, equipment is still being built in preparation for FM broadcasting next spring.
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IF YOU CAN READ
DON'T MISS

the Brandeis
Women's Committee
BOOK BARGAIN BONANZA
December 8th-9th
10 State Street, Boston
Books for every age and inter-
est. Collected from prominent home-
s to be sold at fantastically low prices, for five
days only. Proceeds will be used to buy new
books for the Brandeis University Library.

CA"IFORNIA
Round Trip Air Fare Plus Tax
FROM $160 to $206
WHY PAY MORE?
Howard Hillman, Student Rep.
LA 3-6100
Other Flights: Chicago & Florida.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTION OPERATIONS -- East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER -- Palm Beach County, Florida

For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Asinger, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.

What would **YOU** do
as an engineer
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft?

Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a favor-
able engineering atmosphere.

Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was design-
ing and developing the first of its family of history-making
powerplants, an attitude was born—a recognition that
engineering excellence was the key to success.

That attitude, that recognition of the prime importance
of technical superiority is still predominant at P&W today.

The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge greater.
No longer are the company's requirements confined to
graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical
engineering. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today is concerned
with the development of all forms of flight propulsion
systems for the aerospace medium—air breathing, rocket,
uclear and other advanced types. Some are entirely new
in concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental
or materials engineering assignments, men with degrees in
mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chemical and nuclear
engineering are needed, along with those holding degrees
in physics, chemistry and metallurgy.

Specifically, what would you do?—your own engineering
talent provides the best answer. And Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which that talent
can flourish.

Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets
is carried out in specially built test stands like this at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and De-
velopment Center. Every phase of an experimental
engine test may be controlled by engineers from a
remote command center (inset), with closed-circuit television
providing a means for visual observation.

At P&W's Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear
Engine Laboratory (CANEL) many tech-
nical talents are focused on the develop-
ment of nuclear propulsion systems for
future air and space vehicles. With this
carousel mock-up of a reactor, nuclear
scientists and engineers can determine
mass, material reactivity coeffi-
cients, control effectiveness and other
reactor parameters.

Representative of electronic aids func-
tioning for P&W engineers is this on-
line data recording center which can
provide automatically recorded and
computed data simultaneously with the
testing of an engine. This equipment is
capable of recording 1,200 different
values per second.

Studies of solar energy collection and
liquid and vapor power cycles typify
P&W's research in advanced space
auxiliary power systems. Analytical and
Experimental Engineers work together in
such programs to establish and test
basic concepts.

World's foremost designer and builder of flight propulsion systems

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTION OPERATIONS -- East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER -- Palm Beach County, Florida

For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Asinger, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
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Hidden Issues and an Open Meeting

MIT has always been noteworthy for the freedom of choice she has offered her students as far as athletic and extracurricular activities go. There are times, however, when rules of one sort or another become necessary to preserve some sort of order.

Recently it has been proposed that a ruling be made that all varsity teams be barred from all intramural contests for the duration of the varsity season, except with written permission of the proper coach. One of the effects of this measure would be to protect an activity which is presently suffering at the hands of another: varsity teams are plagued with injuries incurred in intramural contests, notably football. This is reasonable—but the measure, as proposed, goes much more than this.

Removing varsity players from intramural competition will have long-range effects. We feel that some of them will be harmful, and have said as much in print, on two previous occasions.

Now although there seems to be no doubt in the minds of the various men involved in deciding on this ruling that it is a "good thing", not one of them has taken the time to write to this paper and express why he is in favor of it. These men should be aware that they are not operating in a vacuum, and should not wait until their opinions have been enacted into law before defending them in public.

There is a meeting of the Intramural Council next Tuesday, "to discuss and act upon" the measure cited above. How can the Council be so close to a decision when there is such widespread confusion among its members and others concerned with athletic affairs, as to just what the ruling should encompass, and its effects are?

The Tech feels that one effect will be to endanger the continued survival of the intramural system. We'd like to speak up for intramurals and the emphasis they put on fun, rather than spectatorship. The IM Council should be more sensitive to the effect the measure will have on them. Briefly, our feeling is that intramurals only retain their attractiveness when a moderate level of competition is maintained, rather than the sort that is at the moment being expected.

The Intramural Council has wisely made their December 6 meeting open to MIT students in general. It is to be held at 7:30 p.m., and is presently scheduled for the Conference Room in the DuPont Center. More people than the twenty or so on the Council itself should have a voice before the matter is put to a vote. We will be there to represent our feelings, and would welcome support on the matter, however, we urge you to come to the meeting and make your views known. Only through the fullest possible discussion can this matter be decided in the best interests of MIT.

LETTERS:

AN OPEN LETTER to the Chairman of the Charities Drive Technology Community Association

Sir:

I do not know why you offer two kegs of beer to the living group with the highest per capita contribution to the campaign, but your method of advertising implies that there are an incentive to give. You are removing any moral significance or social responsibility implied when one person voluntarily gives to help others. Yet this moral or social responsibility, if removed, man's love for his fellow man, is exactly what charity is. Under these circumstances, it is of great consequence that we seriously appraise our concepts of giving and receiving aid. Your ends are laudable, but your means abominable.

This year I shall send contributions directly to the charities.

Sincerely yours,

DAVID S. KINNEBELLEHR '63

Dear Sir:

To reply to Mr. Bittner's letter in the Tech, the University Service has given the C.A.A. Charities Drive any help this year. The fact that the U.S. has been the recipient of aid in the Charity Drives in the past only seems to qualify some other needly charities other than the U.S. to get a chance to receive aid. The aim of the Charities Drive is to aid needly charities, not to have one monopolize it year after year.

In recent years the U.S. has done rather poorly in these drives. It does not seem to have the support of the student body. In the last T.C.A. Charity Drive the U.S. received a total of $280 while the total drive netted a meager $1060. The U.S., I agree, is a worthy cause, but it spends too much money on organization and bureaucracy in the U.S. instead of applying it to the area it is needed.

Perhaps Mr. Bittner can help the U.S. to a greater extent by publicizing it in other areas as well as the editorial page of the Tech. I am fairly certain that quite a lot of people have never heard of the U.S., much less its aims and objectives before. The U.S. might as well give away its poor showing in the charity drives.

The general poor showing of the Charities Drive is directly attributed to the poor showing of the MIT student body. The misinformed, apathetic "Tech Tool" seems fit to give less than 50 cents out of $200 that other schools often give TWENTY TIMES this amount. There is certainly room for much improvement.

Yours truly,

FRANK VERLOT '63
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Men who face wind and weather
choose the protection of...

Old Spice
AFTER SHAVE LOTION

Skin protection. That is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It does seem to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded man needs protection against girls? 1.00...

Shawinigan Resins

DATE OF INTERVIEW
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8

POSITIONS FOR

Chemists
B.S., M.S. for Research or Sales — Ph.D. for Research

Chemical Engineers

Mechanical Engineers
B.S., M.S. for Production
Project or Maintenance
Engineering or Sales

LOCATION:
Plants in Springfield, Massachusetts
and Trenton, Michigan.

SALES OFFICES:
New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, St. Louis, and Greensboro, N. C.

ESTABLISHED:
1938 — Affiliated with Monsanto Chemical Co.
and Shawinigan Chemical Ltd. of Canada.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:
700 (one-third are university graduates)

PRODUCTS:
Resins, emulsions, and solutions for adhesives, textiles, paint, paper, thermo-plastic coatings, magnet wire enamels, metal conditioners, wood sealers, and others.

METHOD OF TRAINING:
Shawinigan provides on-the-job training for all new employees. Training is on an individual basis and is geared toward orienting the employee in that position for which he was hired. Additional training is obtained through participation in seminars, national scientific meetings, and lectures at the plant. We also have tuition aid programs.

OTHER INFORMATION:
Applications are welcome from all persons trained in the above fields regardless of military status.

CONTACT:
Mr. George F. Henderson, Employment Manager
Shawinigan Resins Corporation
Springfield, Massachusetts
Telephone — State 8-9681

Shawinigan Resins Corp.
“MACK the KNIFE” on the screen
in the original complete film version

“The 3 PENNY OPERA”
Book by Bert Brecht — Music by Kurt Weill
With LOTTE LENYA
KE 6-0610
FENWAY MASS. AVE. & BOYLSTON NOW
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With the fall term half over, the local entertainment picture seems to have settled to equilibrium. There are five plays around the area (four professional and one collegiate), and there is a variety of music available, including an oratorio.

Until Monday, the Wilbur will be featuring a Canadian comedy by Robertson Davies entitled “Love and Libel”. This one seems to be standard tired-businessman fare.

Phil (Sergeant Bilko) Silvers opened a three week engagement at the Colonial last Monday in a musical called “Do-Re-Mi”. Nothing specific is known in this quarter, but, judging from Silvers’ past musical experience, he should make a lot of Do on this one.

The Shubert is the place to see actor, western hero, and screen idol, Henry Fonda in “Critic’s Choice”, his first comedy role since “Mister Roberts”. The whimsy will continue until next Saturday.

Just why are Didi and Gogo “Waiting For Godot” at the Charles Playhouse? Samuel Beckett’s provocative drama will be around for another two weeks. No intellectual dare miss it.

Continuing their study of the tragic hero, the B.U. players will be doing “Doctor Faustus” all next week. Directing the good doctor’s fall will be Ward Baker, a professional whose off-Broadway productions of “The Crucible” and “Fantasticks” displayed no lack of ability.

Hallelujah, the Handel and Hayden Society has imported a quartet of soloists for their production of the Messiah at Symphony Hall Sunday evening.

Alan Lomax, billed as “The world’s foremost folk song collector” is also being imported, this weekend. He’ll be at Saunders Theater, Harvard on Saturday night. Elizabethan ballad singer, Richard Dyer-Bennett will be vying with Lomax for audience Saturday evening. He’ll be at Jordan Hall.

The choice is clear, though, for impoverished music-lovers. The MIT Concert Band is giving a free program of contemporary works Saturday at Kresge. Prominent on the program, will be a work by Andrew Kazdin, a grad student at the institute.

This is an all Alec Guinness weekend at LSC. Two very amusing films by the king of contemporary comedy are on the agenda. The classic series will present “Kind Hearts and Coronets” while the thirty-center is “The Horses Mouth”. Personally, I think “Coronets” is Guinness’ best.

All set to play Santa Claus?

What you need is a red suit, white beard, fat pillow, and a pack full of Esterbrook Classic Pen and Pencil Sets. You can be anyone’s favorite Santa if you give the smoothest-looking, smoothest-writing Christmas gift this side of the North Pole. Your choice of 6 holiday colors and 32 changeable pen points, too.

Esterbrook Pens

SAVE EVEN MORE

Everyone knows saving bank life insurance is low-cost protection — but now you can save even more on many policies at $1200 and over. Now, lower rates now give you BIGGER savings. Ask for free folder showing new, lower rates.
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This is an all Alec Guinness weekend at LSC. Two very amusing films by the king of contemporary comedy are on the agenda. The classic series will present “Kind Hearts and Coronets” while the thirty-center is “The Horses Mouth”. Personally, I think “Coronets” is Guinness’ best.
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FOLKLORE PRODUCTIONS — M. A. GREENHILL

Presents

Pete SEEGER

Sun., Dec. 11 — 3 Parts, 3 P.M. & 8:30 P.M.
AT JOHN HANCOCK HALL
Tickets $3.50 $2.50 $2.20

And the great flamenco guitarist

SABICAS

Sat., Dec. 17, 8:30 P.M. JORDAN HALL KE 6-2412
Tickets $3.50 $2.80 $2.20 (at the Box Office)

THE BROWN DERBY
1358 Boylston Street
Boston

Now Presenting . . .

MEL DORFMAN
and his famous
Jazz Village
Dixieland Band
(Various evenings)

Tom Kennedy
and his
Fabulous Four
(Tues., through Sat. evenings)
Dancing nightly
No Cover No Minimum
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Engineers
Physicists
Mathematicians

The Electronic Equipments Division of Litton Systems, Inc., with laboratories in the Beverly Hills, Woodland Hills, and Canoga Park suburbs of Los Angeles, and in Waltham, Massachusetts, has positions available now for Ph.D., M.S., and experienced B.S. candidates in these fields:

INERTIAL GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
TACTICAL DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
COMPUTER AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEERING
ADVANCED COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

Areas of endeavor include:

ADVANCED CIRCUIT DESIGN
SERVOMECHANISMS
MICROMINIATURIZATION
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
PRODUCT ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING WRITING
SOLID STATE INVESTIGATIONS
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

INFORMATION THEORY
FIELD ENGINEERING
MAGNETICS
PLATING INVESTIGATIONS
MATERIALS AND PROCESSES DEVELOPMENT
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
LOGIC DESIGN
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Digital and Analog Circuitry
SYSTEM CHECK-OUT
PRODUCTION TEST

A limited number of Litton Study-Work Fellowships are available to B.S. graduates of high academic achievement.

Interviews will be conducted by visiting members of our Research and Engineering Staff. See your Placement Office now for an appointment.

INTERVIEW DATE ON THIS CAMPUS:
DECEMBER 6

LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.
Electronic Equipments Division
Beverly Hills, California

---

Rifle Team Wins Three Matches

The rifle team has begun a promising season by sweeping its first three shoulder to shoulder matches. In its first outing, an independent match with Boston University on November 16, the team won by a large margin, 1423 to 1389. Bob Clark '63 and Ron Pellar '63 led the Tech Team with individual scores of 286.

The first road trip to Burlington, Vermont, produced victories in matches with St. Michaels and University of Vermont, both New England league opponents. The St. Michaels score on November 18 was 1425 to 1347 with top scores turned in by team captain, Bill Leffler '61; Clark, 289; and Richard Ludeman '63, 285. Leffler again led the scoring on the 19th with a 286 as U.V.M. was defeated 1409 to 1389.

The team is looking forward to a successful season both in the Greater Boston League and in the New England League. Independent matches have also been scheduled with several of the top teams outside New England including the Service Academy. This year's team is strengthened by the addition of last year's freshmen who were undefeated in shoulder to shoulder matches, and placed second in the nation in the National Rifle Association's Freshman Postal Match. The team is coached this year by Major Robert Ireland of the Military Science Department.

Two home matches are scheduled this weekend. Friday MIT faces Harvard in a Greater Boston League match, and Saturday hosts a strong Norwich University team in New England League competition.

---

Fires Harvard Tonight

---

Wrestlers At Tufts Tomorrow, To Host Harvard Wednesday

The varsity wrestling team opens its home season Wednesday against Harvard in a dual match. It will be the second outing for the grapplers, who compete at Tufts tomorrow.

Four returning lettermen and four of last year's freshmen who placed third in New England are expected to pace the squad.

Paul Olimstead '63 in the 177 pound class, co-captains Dave Latham '61 and Andy Belcher, John Sullivan '61 and Joe LaPrade '62 are the returning letter winners. From last year's frosh are Armen Gabrielian, Jim Evans (undefeated last season), Tom Gerrity, Mike Williams and Terry Chatwin.

Sullivan took third in last year's New England meet, while Belcher placed fourth in his class. Evans was first among freshmen in the New England, while Chatwin and Williams won second places.

Following the Harvard match the grapplers will face Wesleyan and Williams in home meets, then Coast Guard, UMass and Dartmouth away.
Trinity Game Set For 8:15

Second Cage Tilt Tomorrow

By Edward M. Schneider '62

The MIT varsity basketball team will be playing its second game of the season tomorrow night as they host a strong Trinity quintet. The game is scheduled to begin at 8:15 p.m. in Rockwell Cage.

Tech will essentially be fielding the same squad that played throughout last season. How-

ever, last year the team lacked experience and was hurt by injuries to key players. The of-

tense has been built around these players and subsequently fell apart with their departure. It was a team made up almost entirely of sophomores with lim-

ited basketball backgrounds. These sophs are now juniors with a year of varsity ball un-

der their belts. All but one let-

ter are returning, and the prospects look brighter. Coach John Barry will be looking to

Dave Koch '62 and Tom Burns '62 for the scoring punch. Koch, the key player last season, had the highest point average in the Greater Boston area before a knee injury sidelined him and the hopes of the MIT five. How-

ever, he is back in form again, and Coach Barry expects that his hook shot and jump shot will be frequently adding two points to the Tech score.

Playing regularly as a for-

ward last season, Burns gained a lot of playing experience, and he will display this season on the high post position. His jump shot should do a lot of damage.

To set up the plays, the En-

gineers will have a backcourt made up from Chuck Gamble '62, Phil Robinson '62, Jeff Paarz '62, and Kent Graninger '62. Gamble was a starter at guard on the 1949-50 squad. Robinson, back from an injury, is an aggressive player

In an aggressive player

On Deck

Today, December 2
Rifle with Harvard 6:00 p.m.

Tomorrow, December 3
Basketball with Trinity (F & V) 6:15 and 8:15 p.m.
Fencing with Lafayette 7:00 p.m.

Rifle with Norwich 10:00 a.m.
Squash at Dartmouth 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday, December 7
Wrestling with Harvard 7:00 p.m.
Swimming with Tufts (F & V) 7:00 and 8:15 p.m.
Basketball with Northeastern (F & V) 6:15 and 8:15 p.m.

Friday, December 9
Squash with Adelphi 7:00 p.m.

Tufts Will Be Pool Enemy Wednesday

Seven returning lettermen, supplemented by a strong group of juniors and returnees from last season’s freshman squad, will form the core of coach Charles Butterman’s varsity swimming team which will meet Wednesday with a home meet against Tufts.

The lettermen, with events, are Bill Balla ‘62 and Gordon Mann ‘62 (diving), Roger Cook ‘62 (freestyle), Dave Wakeman ‘62 and Jen Engeler ‘62 (distance), Pete Bankson ‘61 (individual medley) and captain Tony Silvestri ‘61 (butterfly).

Juniors Lynn Whelchel, Dave Carey and Mike Constant are key members of the team, and sophomores Joe Schrade, Lauren Sompayrac and Ron Matlin are expected to round out the strong squad.

The swimmers, fourth in New England last year, will face their first major test against Bowdoin in an away meet next Saturday. Home meets with Coast Guard and Wesleyan follow.

Intramural Swimming Finals Sunday Evening

The finals of the intramural swimming tournament will be held Sunday at 7 p.m. following two days of trials yesterday and today. Scoring will be based on individual events, the medley relay and the freestyle relay.

Nineteen teams were entered for the meet, in which Theta Chi will be out to defend last year’s championship. Swimmers must check in at the pool by 6:30 p.m. Sunday. The meet is free to the public.

Tufts swimming team which opens its

chemical organization offers

opportunities outstanding opportunity

and responsibility to qualified young men at all degree levels in chemistry and Chemical engineering.

Training through orientation and on the job assignments as at the new reduced rates

The offense employed by the Engineers will concentrate on a maximum of driving and shooting, which is going to have to be sharp to make up for the ever-present lack of height and weight on the squad. At 6’3” and 170 pounds, Dave Koch is the biggest man. He’ll be giving about four inches and thirty pounds on most of the pivot men he will be facing.

Beginning with last night’s game against a strong Bates team, Tech plays its first four games against stiff competition. Trinity, Northeastern, and Harvard to follow. Northe-

ernest will be at the Cage next Wednesday night with the Crimson hosting MIT next Saturday.

Coach Barry has been working hard with his boys. With the right breaks, the forerunners for the team is partly cloudy with occasional rays of sunshine and a few inevitable thunderstorms.
ANNOUNCEMENT

NEW PRICE POLICY

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
IN MEN'S APPAREL
DEPARTMENT

Bring Identification
BROOKLINE
FORMAL WEAR
392 Harvard St., Brookline
ASSOCIATED TUTORS
An MIT Tradition
New Address:
301 Vassar Street
Phones: CO 7-0160
MI 3-4072

G. L. FROST Co., Inc.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING
E. W. PERKINS
Tel. Elliot 4-9100
31 LANDSOWNE STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

THIS YOUNG ENGINEER
IS ON THE ROAD TO MANAGEMENT

Dick Cotton knew he wanted to take the engineering route into management long before he joined New Jersey Bell Telephone Company. In fact it was his goal when he was working for his engineering degree at Rutgers.

When he graduated, he had his lines out to eleven other companies. He came to New Jersey Bell because: "I didn't feel I was just a number to these people. There was no doubt in my mind that this job would be the best for the long pull."

Dick Cotton knew he wanted to take the engineering route into management long before he joined New Jersey Bell Telephone Company. In fact it was his goal when he was working for his engineering degree at Rutgers.

When he graduated, he had his lines out to eleven other companies. He came to New Jersey Bell because: "I didn't feel I was just a number to these people. There was no doubt in my mind that this job would be the best for the long pull."

His first assignment was a tough one. A complex of major telephone cables lay in the path of the approach to the new traffic level of the George Washington Bridge on the Hudson. Dick's job was to find the most practical and economical way to reroute these cables, and at the same time to provide for future telephone growth in the area around the bridge approach.

Dick ironed that one out and got a crack at another tough job.

Next stop: New Jersey Bell Headquarters Engineering Staff, Special Studies Group. Here Dick was a member of a four-man team whose job was to find ways to eliminate some of the routine work of field engineers to give them "more time to think." Dick also helped plan and control a $100,000,000 annual telephone construction budget.

Presently, Dick is responsible for telephone equipment engineering projects in the Camden, New Jersey, area.

How does Dick look at it? "This is a growing business. I work with this growth every day. And growth means more room at the top. Of course, I don't figure I'll get there overnight—but on my jobs so far I've had a chance to take a good look at how this business is run. And I think the sky's the limit for a man who really wants to work for it."

If you're a guy who can tackle a tough job and deliver the goods—then you're the kind of man who should find out more about the Bell Companies. Visit your Placement Office for literature and additional information.

FREDERICK R. KAPPEL, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

"Our number one aim is to have in all management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we can possibly find."

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES